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musafir, written by the prolific ritwik ghatak, also stars ashok kumar and prem chopra as the wealthy man and his son, a very naive young man who goes around the house and is confused by the circumstances. ashok kumar plays the father in a wonderful performance, and prem chopra is very charming as his son. sanjay dutt plays the insurance
investigator, the man who has to find out more about the circumstances of the death. the rest of the cast does a solid job, with the exception of ashok kumar, whose character is meant to be the father. in spite of his acting, he gives a superb performance, and a little more dramatic actor could have made this character work. when you talk about

anthologies, it may not always be about re-telling stories. the most famous anthology in hindi cinema is sholay where five different stories are spun out of one. but then there are many other anthology films like aashiqui which follow the story of an old lady in life. tumhare hain sanam was made to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the bollywood industry
and it was meant to be a collection of stories from old hindi films. for example, it includes shree 420 , the bengal talkies, sangam , ram teri ganga maili and dhoom and it had a few stories that could have been turned into a film or two. there is a good reason why many anthology films have not found a good home. a good anthology film needs a good script,

and good scripting is hard. the film also needs a director who can weave these stories together into a seamless whole, and is why a film like musafir has not been made in a long time.
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Our aim was to find a narrative that would function in the OTT environment. Then Hrishikesh Mukherjee and Ritwik Ghatak, the co-writers, came up with the idea of creating a film that could be watched by anyone, and could function as a lesson to everyone. The first step to creating such a story was to create a story that was rich in emotion, and that was
when they came up with the concept of Musafir. Musafir has been beautifully filmed. The entire cast is brilliant and the screenplay is well-written. It functions as a lesson in directing, in acting, and in writing as well. The script is so tight that a regular viewer can follow the story without being a film buff, which is always a challenge. And with the right

direction, the right script, and the right cast, you can create something as strong as this. If youve seen Lagaan and Slumdog Millionaire , then you should be able to understand the story without any difficulty. watch full movie online and catch up about musafir movie, musafir is a bollywood comedy movie. the movie stars prashant barot, nilesh bhrahmbhatt
and chetan daiya in the lead roles, get update about musafir release date, posters, trailer, actress, director and producer, dialogue, photos and videos, review, movie news, time duration, tickets booking, showtimes and box office collection. play download free blackjack games online for enjoyable all of the girls in bakugan naked drawing pictures for sewing
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